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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a homogeneous material body whose shape is unknown. We 
want to determine the figure of G from measurements of the newtonian 
potential created by G taken on the surface of a sphere containing G in its 
interior. We assume that r= 8G is diffeomorphic to S* = {x E R3: 
x: +x: + xi = 1) and parametrize G by a smooth function 
U: S2 -+ R, [24( < constant < 1 (0.1) 
as follows. Let cp,,: S2 -P R3 be the differential embedding defined by 
s2 3 W --, cp,(w) = w( 1 + u(w)); (0.2) 
then we set I’, = (p,(S2) (I’, is the surface 1x1 = 2); G, will denote the boun- 
ded domain whose boundary is r,. 
Consider the potential created by a mass of unit density distributed over 
G,: 
V,(x) = Is2 dw f”““” Ix - toI - ’ t* dt (0.3) 
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where dw is the surface element on S*. We measure this potential on f, 
(and refer it back to S*); let u be the difference between this measured 
potential and the potential created by Go at r, (i.e., z/3). Put B(u)(o)= 
V,(20) - n/3. Then we get the equation 
B(u) = t’ on S2. (0.4) 
We are given u and want to solve Eq. (0.4) for U. The aim of this paper is to 
prove an existence theorem for the stated problem. 
Questions of this kind arise in several fields of applied sciences, e.g., in 
geophisics or in geodesy. Many of them lead to unstable problems and a 
lot of effort is expended in order to select classes of stable solutions (see, 
e.g., [3, 61) or to construct stable algorythms producing approximate 
solutions. On the other hand no result is known to the authors about the 
existence of exact solutions of (0.4). Our contribution is in this direction 
and it is contained in Theorem 1.1, stated at the end of the next section. 
Besides the result itself, rather theoretical in nature, we think that the 
method used in constructing the solution presents some features of 
independent interest which could be useful (we hope) in other situations. 
Our method is a variant of the Nash-Moser iteration technique, as it is 
presented in an abstract setting in [5]. Here, two families of Banach spaces 
X, and Y,s are chosen depending on the parameter s (0 < s < 1) in such a 
way that X,s. c X,y and Y,s, c Y,, when s’ > s, with continuous injection. The 
problem is to solve the equation F(U) = 0 for u in some A’,,, where F is a 
map acting continuously from a ball in X,, into Y, for every s’ > s. To this 
purpose one constructs in a suitable way (as we also do here) a sequence of 
approximated solutions uk E X,?, , with sk ls0. Since, in some sense, the 
parameter s measures the degree of regularity of uk, we see that each step 
in the iteration causes a loss of regularity: certain additional hypotheses on 
F allow one to keep under control this loss and make the sequence uk to 
converge to the desired solution. This iteration procedure involves, other 
than the operator F, the inverse of its first derivative, acting continuously 
from Y, into X,, (s’ > s). 
In the present situation we cannot choose as above two fixed scales of 
Banach spaces. More precisely, we choose as X-spaces certain classes of 
analytic functions; however, the definition of the Y-spaces (also classes of 
analytic functions, of course!) is part of the iteration procedure itself, inthe 
sense that the approximate solution found at each step determines the 
Y-space for the next one. 
The key point for making everything work is then to estimate the Y- 
norm at a given step in terms of the Y-norm at the preceding one. In 
Nirenberg’s case this estimate is assured by the continuous injection of Y,. 
into Y,s when s’ > s. In our case this difficulty isovercome by means of 
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some estimates concerning analytic solutions of the Dirichlet and Cauchy 
problems for a second order elliptic operator (see Section 3). 
The necessity of the above estimates hows that the choice of the X- 
spaces is forced: Sobolev or Holder classes would not be sufficient to
achieve the result! 
Some versions of the Nash-Moser technique have already been used for 
solving problems in geodesy [2], in electrostatics [7], and in potential 
theory [4]; this last paper deals with the same problem discussed here, but 
the datum (the measured potential) is taken on the unknown surface I-,, 
instead of f ,. In all these papers one can work in scales of Sobolev or 
Holder spaces. 
This paper is organized in four sections. First (Section 1), we introduce 
the main function spaces and state the principal result (Theorem 1.1). Then 
we state and prove some lemmas on the analyticity of single layer poten- 
tials. The third section is devoted to certain estimates for the solution of the 
Cauchy and Dirichlet problems in our spaces of analytic functions for the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with the metric induced by the map 
(0.2). The results collected in Sections 1 and 2 allow us to solve the 
linearized equation and derive the main estimates. Finally (Section 4), we 
construct he solution of the problem by the previously mentioned iteration 
method. 
We conclude by remarking that some simplifications introduced in the 
formulation of the problem are by no way essential. Namely, we could 
assume that G is not homogeneous, with density distributed according to a 
given law (subjected to some regularity assumptions). Moreover we could 
solve Eq. (0.4) in a neighborhood of a surface analytically diffeomorphic to 
S’. Also, the special parametrization (0.2) which limits our result o star- 
shaped domains, is convenient but not necessary. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
We first introduce our relevant functional spaces. Let (S,} be a finite 
open covering of S2 and { tij), $,: R2 3 D + Sj, a system of analytic 
local charts defined in the unit disc D = {x E R2, 1x1 < 1) and admitting a 
bounded analytic extension to the polydisc DxD c C2. 
For s real, 06~6 1 and R>O set 
C2S+ (z=x+i<, 1x1 < 1, 151 <sR). (1.0) 
Now let f be a function defined on S2. We say that fe X,“(S2) if fo $j is 
analytic and admits a bounded analytic extension to 9: for all maps Iclj. 
Instead of X,R(S2) we will simply write X,, since R, as we shall see, has to 
be considered as a suitably small fixed number. 
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So we have a one-parameter family of vector spaces that can be normed 
in different ways. We can pose 
llflls = suP suP If’ IcljCz)I. (1.1) 
i iE@ 
Clearly, the supremum in (1.1) is taken with respect to a fixed atlas; 
changing the atlas gives an equivalent norm. Note that these norms are 
increasing in strength with s. 
More generally, we shall use the norms 
(m 3 0, integer). (1.1’) 
Here 0; denotes a tangential derivative on S2 of order a = (a,, a2). In local 
coordinates D;f(z) = 8;; a;; f 0 t,bj(z) forsome j. 
By the usual estimates for derivatives of holomorphic functions we get 
easily 
llfll.~"' d c .(s' -s)-" llfll,' (1.2) 
for s’ > s, with c independent of s, s’; the converse inequality, /fij, < 1) fI) 1"') 
is obvious. We summarize this situation by saying that the collection of 
norms II fJIs, II f [I~.“, IIf ll~.*)... is “tamely equivalent.” 
On the other hand we know that if f~ X,, for any multi-index 
a = (a,, a,), there exists a constant c, independent on a, such that 
sup ID” f(o)/ < c . a!/(.+?)‘“‘. 0 
w E 9 
Therefore we may introduce the norm 
IfI,= sup supq .lD;f(o)l, 
fJJE.9 1 
and more generally 
IfI?)= 2 lezfl, (m 2 0, integer). 
IPI =o 
Again, it is easy to prove that, if s’>s, 
(1.3) 
(1.3’) 
(1.4) 
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with c independent on s’, s. So the norms IfI,, Ifli’), If/i’)... are tamely 
equivalent. On the other hand, by using the Cauchy integral formula, we 
have 
Ifls G cllfll. (c independent of s) (1.5) 
while, using Taylor expansions, it easily follows that 
Ilflls~C’(S’--S)rl IfI., (c independent of s, s’). (1.6) 
Therefore the norms IfI:!) and llf\lY’ (j> 0, integer) are both tamely 
equivalent. 
In a perfectly analogous way we could define the classes X,R(,!P ~ ‘) and 
Xf(S’-’ x Sn-‘), where S”- ’ is the surface of the unit ball in R”, endowed 
with the tamely equivalent collections of norms Ifly’ and llflj~~). We will 
make use of these spaces later, especially inSection 3, where we prove, with 
actually more generality than we need, some results about Dirichlet and 
Cauchy problems. 
Let now f and u be in A’,. We can solve uniquely the exterior Dirichlet 
problem 
AW=O in R3\G, 
W=f on r,, W(x) + 0 as 1x1 + co. 
Call h the trace of W on rl. The collection of all functions h defined in this 
way when f spans X, forms a vector space hereby denoted Y,, .(S2) = Y,7, ll. 
We define norms in Y,, u by putting 
IVII,. u = llf IIs 
l~l.,.- Ifl,. 
We are now ready to state the main result of this paper: 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
THEOREM 1.1. Fix s, 0 -C s -C 1; there exist two positive numbers R and E, 
E depending on s and R, such that for every v E Y,, 0 with Ilull ,,0 < E, there is a 
unique solution u E Xf(S2) of the equation B(u) = v. 
2. THE SINGLE LAYER POTENTIAL 
We will prove here a preliminary estimate for the first differential of the 
map B(u). In all the estimates appearing here and in the subsequent 
sections by c we shall mean a constant independent of s’ and s. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let p E X, be given; consider the potential 
p(w)=js2p(w’). lw-w’l --‘dw’. (2.1) 
Then p E X3 and 
llP1lA dc. IIPII,. (2.2) 
Proof The only difficulty in estimating the integral comes when CO’ is 
close to CO. Therefore let us consider a coordinate neighborhood of o, S, 
say; by means of an admissible local chart $ the integral over S,, trans- 
forms into the integral over the unit disc D given by 
s PO$(X’). I+(x) - $(x’)I -’ IW~‘)I dx ix E D), D 
where ID$(x)l dx is the surface element in the new coordinates. Making 
now the translation x’ = y + x and considering a small neighborhood of the 
origin, we are reduced ourselves to estimate 
where we have put a(x, y) = \y\ --( _\$(x + y) - $(x)\. If 6 is small, a(x, y) 
is bounded from below by a constant independent of x. Actually we can 
choose Ic/ in such a way that ID+(z)l >, c for any ~~53:; therefore 
z -+ a(z, y) is analytic in $33: and the same is true for the functions 
z+po$(y+z) and z ---) ID$(y+z)l. Since I,.v,<6 lyl-‘dy is finite the 
estimate (2.2) follows. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let K(w, w’) be a function belonging to XJ(S2 x S2) and 
p E X,; then the potential 
P/&W) = js2 ~(a’) K( w,w’).Iw-o’l-‘do’ (2.3) 
belongs to X, and 
IIPKlls~C. IIPII,, 
where c depends on II KII x,Cs~ X52). 
(2.4) 
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Let us now consider the (formal) first differential of the map B(u); take a 
smooth function p: S2 -+ [w and differentiate B(u+ TV) with respect to t, 
putting t = 0 afterwards. Denoting the result by B’(u) p, we have 
B’(u) P(W) = j,y* IV,(~‘)l’ . P(Nl 2QJ - v,(o’)l-’ h’. (2.6) 
LEMMA 2.3. 1fu~X,, Il~ll,~<c and PEA’, then B’(u)pe Y,,, and 
IIB’(u) Plls,ud4lPll,. (2.7) 
Proof: B’(u) p is the trace on rl of the single layer potential 
W,(-x) = js2 ~Wh~b’)l~~ lx- cpt,(~‘)l-~ do’ (2.8) 
whose trace on r, is given by pK, (see (2.3)) where 
K,(wo’)= I%b’)l’ 140u(~)-cp,(~‘N -I. la--‘I. (2.9) 
So, by definition, IIB’(u) PII,. u = II W,o (PAI, = bK,ll,. 
Observe now that K,(w, w’) is an analytic function on S2 x S2 because 
the map cp, is an analytic diffeomorphism on S2 (i.e., for every o E S2 we 
find a coordinate neighborhood and an admissible chart such that the 
Jacobian, expressed in the variables z1, z2 is bounded away from zero in 
the unit disc). Therefore, if UE X, then K,E X,(S2 x S2) and the norm 
IlKull X,Cs2 x s2j is bounded by some constant depending on Ilull,. 
In order to apply the iterative procedure we need estimates for 
B’(u)-B’(C) (with u close to ii) and estimates for the inverse of B’(u). To 
achieve this purpose we develop the appropriate tools in the next section. 
3. ON THE DIRICHLET AND CAUCHY PROBLEMS 
For a given U, let W be harmonic in G,. We wish to estimate, in terms of 
the analytic norms introduced in the preceding sections, the normal 
derivative aN, W on T,, by means of the boundary values of W. 
To attain this aim we first establish a general result concerning the 
solution of the following Dirichlet problem: 
P(x, D) v = 1 a,(x) D”v = 0 in C, 
la1 =I, 2 (3.1) 
v=f on S”+‘, 
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where C, is the unit ball in R”. P(x, D) denotes a uniformly elliptic dif- 
ferential operator with coefficients analytic in Z;,. We assume that these 
coefficients satisfy the additional hypothesis (H) described below. 
Let { tjj} a set of admissible local charts, covering Y-l. Write now the 
points XE R” in the form (x’, x,) with x’ E [w”- ‘, X,E R; introduce in 
correspondence to each $j the transformation of variables T, given by 
Ti( y) = T,( y’, y,) = (x’, x, - Icl,(x’)), where y’ E D’, the unit disc in R”- ’ 
and 0 < y, < l/3 (say). Clearly, the effect of the transformation T, is to 
locally flatten S”- ‘. 
Set s;(y) = a,(T,:‘(x)) and E = n + [n/2] + 3 (the choice of this number 
will be clear in the sequel). Our hypothesis on the coefficients reads as 
follows. 
(H) There exist two positive constants q, A,, such that, for every 
y = (y’, y,) with 1 y’l < 1 and 0 6 yn < 11, the following estimate holds: 
P sup JDBDy5j(y)] 6 A .- I 
1 < Iyl <n ” (sR)‘~’ 
(3.2) 
for every j and every multi-indexes IX, fi, IuI = 1,2. 
Let now v be the solution of the Dirichlet problem (3.1). Denote by v, 
the trace on S”- ’ of the derivative of v along the direction 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that hypothesis (H) on the coefficients a, holds; 
assume furthermore that f E X.f(S”- ’ ) with 1 f I y) finite. Then, if A,, and R are 
sufficiently small, for every direction 1, we have 
lull. B elf If”‘. (3.3) 
We postpone the proof of the theorem to the end of the section. 
Let us now go back to our three-dimensional setting; the above theorem 
has the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let u E X,T(S’) such that llu/li?) < 6, with 6, R suf- 
ficiently small. Then for a function W harmonic in G, the estimate 
holds for every s < s’ and for every direction 1, with the constant c dependent 
on 6. 
ProoJ: Let QU be an analytic diffeomorphism apping G, onto G, such 
that the restriction f @, on aGo- S2 is cp,,. We shall take @Jw, t) = 
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o( 1 - t)( 1+ U(O)), w E S*, 0 d t < 1. The map QU induces a metric on G, 
whose components with respect o the euclidean coordinates are 
(gu)jk = i a.,(@u)i %(@u)i. 
i=l 
Let 
be the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to the metric g,; its coef- 
ficients are (see [l, p. 3871): 
(%Jjk = s’,” for lcll =2; 
tau)j= (~u)F”~ f a.x~i(Eu)“2~gfl for 1~11 = 1, 
k=l 
a,=0 for lcll =O, 
where g, is the determinant of the matrix ( gU),k and gLk are the components 
of its inverse. These coefficients, in our case, can be easily computed 
explicitly interms of U; they are of the form 
(au),k = 6jk + ?jk(% D”) for lcll =2, 
(a,), = Y,(u, Du, D*u) for lcll= 1, 
where yjk and yj are analytic functions of their arguments and yik = O(Du), 
yj= O(Du, D’u). We then have the estimate 
max llv,115”~6x~ll~ll1”+*~~ (m > 0 integer), (3.6) 
[xl= I. 2 
where the function 0 <A -+ ~(2) vanishes with A. 
Because of (1.4) and the hypothesis on u, we get 
max Iy,lZ’) 6 x(6). 
1x1 = 1. 2 
(3.7) 
Let us now go back to our problem and observe that the function defined 
by w(x) = w o @Jo, t) satisfies the equation d,w = 0 in Go = Z,. Thanks 
to (3.7), the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. Thus, for every direc- 
tion 1, we get 
Iw,ls G clw,r,lj7). (3.8) 
The inequality (3.4) follows easily. 
409/129/1-h 
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We now consider the Cauchy problem 
a, v= A(t) v, Vu))= vcl, (3.9) 
where V= ( I”, V2, . . . . V”) is an N-vector whose components are vector- 
valued functions of t, --z < t < t, with values in some space Xf(S”- ‘); A(t) 
is an Nx N matrix operator, continuous in t as a map of (Xs.)N, the Nth 
Cartesian power of X:(SnP ‘), into (X,)” for every s <s’, satisfying the 
estimate 
[IA(t) VIJ,<c.(s’-s)-’ /IVII,.. (3.10) 
THEOREM 3.3, Let VO E (X,.) N and s < s’. There exist two positive con- 
stants c,, and c, independent of s, s’, such that for 0 Q 1 tl < cO(s’ - s) the 
problem (3.10) admits a unique solution V= V(t) holomorphic in t with 
values in (X,)“; moreover, the following estimate holds for V: 
SUP II V(t)ll, 6 c, II Vclll,~. (3.11) 
lfl<q(a’-,) 
Proof It is an easy consequence of Theorem 17.2 in [S]. 
By applying the above theorem to our three-dimensional situation, we 
obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let UE X,,., Ilull~.?)d c. Let W be harmonic in a 
neighborhood of r,. Then there exist two positiue constants cO and c,, 
independent of s, s’, s”, s -C s’ <so, such that 
Proof The function w = Wo Q,, is a solution of the equation A,w = 0 in 
a neighborhood of S2, S2 x (-z, r) say. We can put the equation in the 
form of a first order system for the vector w = (w’, w2, w3, w”) given by 
w1 = w, w2=8,w, w’=a,,w, w4=ao2w, where (6,, 8,, t) are polar coor- 
dinates in R3. 
The system is as follows: 
arw = A,w 
where A, is a 4 x 4-matrix differential operator, continuous in t for It) < r 
as a map of (X,.)” into (X,)” for every s <s’ and satisfies the estimate 
lIAuwIl,<c(s’-s1-I l/w/I.,. 
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In fact, the coefficients of A, are analytic functions of u, Du, D’u; thus their 
s-norms are bounded by a fixed constant thanks to the hypothesis on u; 
moreover the derivatives of w can be estimated in terms of w itself, by
using (1.2). Applying now Theorem 3.3, we infer that 
sup l~w(t)ll.~cl{llw(O)ll,.+ Il~,w(O)ll,,+ ll4P(O)lls~~~ 
\rl<q(s’-s) 
where a, denotes the tangential gradient on S2. 
We return now to W. Observe that w(0) = Wo cp,,; on the other hand we 
can express the derivatives a, and a, in terms of the derivatives along N, 
and two other mutually orthogonal directions, tangential to r,. Using the 
hypothesis on u and (3.4) we get (3.12). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Cover S”- ’ by a set {I/~} of admissible local 
charts and perform for each j the transformation of variables T,. Then we 
have reduced our problem to a finite set of Dirichlet problems of the 
following type: 
Q(x, D) u= 1 A,(x) D”V in Q 
1x1 =I, 2 
v=F on asz, 
where Q is a smooth domain in the half space x, > 0 whose closure 
contains the hemiball E,, e (( x’, x,): x, > 0, lx’1 < 2L), with L small 
positive number. The hypotheses on f and the a, in the statement of the 
theorem correspond to the following inequalities for A, and F: 
Y! .- Sup P’D”A(x)l 6 A, tsRI,y, 
0 < IpI <n 
for every c(, /cl1 = 1,2, and every x E 6; F is analytic on aQ and 
Sup 
Y! 
06 I/J <n 
IPG,DI”,,W)l d Fn tSRJ,Y, 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
for some constant F,,, every (n - 1 )-dimensional multiindex y and every x’ 
m 02L = {(x’, x,): x, = 0, lx’1 < 2L). It is understood that in the notations 
like DC, (with the subscript x’) p denotes an (n - 1)-dimensional multi- 
index. 
The assertion of Theorem 3.1 is then an easy consequence of the follow- 
ing lemma and the Sobolev immersion theorem. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let L/2 < r < L; if A,, and R are sufficiently small, 
depending on L - r, then there exists a constant c, dependent only on A,, such 
that 
(3.15) 
for every multi-index /IO with I/?,,1 = [n/2] + 2 = pO, where p,, is a constant 
dependent on F, and the norm of F in the Sobolev space H”- l/*(%2). 
Proof Choose a test function x = x(x) such that x s 1 in E, and x = 0 
outside E, + 6, where L/2<r<r+6<L. For w=x.v we have 
Qk D) w= 1 D'x.Q&, D) in E,+&, (3.16) 
0 < ISI <2 
w=p on o,+~, 
w=o on aqo,+,. 
In (3.16) Qp(x, D) denotes a differential operator of order 2 - IpI. 
Extending now w by zero in Q\E,+ 6 we can apply the Agmon-Douglis- 
Nirenberg estimates to obtain 
II4 H’(~,+a)~~{II~.FII~~~1~2,~,+,,+ IlQk D) ~llwq~,+J (3.17) 
for every t 22. Thanks to this estimates and the fact that IIvII~I(~)< 
c . IIFII HL:~canj it is clearly possible to fix c such that (3.15) holds for l/II < 2. 
Assume now that (3.15) holds for those a, with I/?] <p- 1. If I/?/ =p, 
applying DC, to both sides of Q(x, D) v = 0 we obtain 
From (3.17) applied to D$v with t = po, taking into account (3.16) we infer 
I 6 
ID~JBo4* dxdc ll~ll~m-~~~,+a,+ Ilx D~J-ILw~~~~,+6, 
{ 
+ f c ~-2yllD~,DY~IIt2~E,+,, 
4=1 lYl=Po-4 
We first estimate IlgllHpo~~cE,+,,. Let p be a multi-index with 0 d 1~1 < p. - 2. 
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Then 
By using the inductive assumption and (3.13) we have 
Write now the second part of the sum as follows: 
X 
s 
ID;;‘DY,.D”A,. Dp~vD~~-~Dru~2 dx 
Era, 
where jj is a multi-index with length n + 1 to be chosen depending on the y 
to which it is associated in the above sum, is shown below. Let 
Y = (Y, 7 . . . . yn- ,) and yh be the maximum of the yj, j= 1, . . . . n - 1. Denote 
by i the maximum integer not greater than n + 1 such that yh - i 2 yj for 
j=l,...,n-1 andj#h.Thensety,=i. Ifi<n+l weselect theothers?,, 
j # h, repeating the above procedure until we reach the length n + 1. 
With this choice of 7, for each y with IyI = m we have 
(y-Y)!/y!<c.m-” (3.19) 
since y! 2 ([m/(n - l)]!)“- ‘. Using now (3.13) and observing that 
171 + Ial + Iv1 <ii, we have, by the inductive assumption 
Q c . A, . p&R)” + ’ - 
(sR)‘~’ 
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since, by (3.19), the last series converges. Thus we conclude that 
Ilgl(HW~2~E,+6)~c{1+(sR)n+2).An.~”. $7. 
Let us now examine the third part of (3.18). 
Using the induction assumption we easily get, for each y such that 
IYI =po-4, q= 1, . . ..Po. 
So we have 
Finally, using (3.14), if I p) = fi, we can write 
Collecting the above estimates, we get (3.15) if R and A, are sufficiently 
small. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
4. MAIN ESTIMATES AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. 
In Section 2 we derived estimates for IIB’(u) pl15, u.Let us now derive 
similar estimates for lIB’(u) pIIs, liand IlB’(u) p - B’(E) pII s, uwhen u is close 
to ii. From now on X, will denote the space X,R2(S2) with R fixed and 
sufficiently small according to Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 4.1. Let r, q be small positive numbers. Assume ii~ X,y and 
PY UEXs+,+*Ij with IIu - illI, < car, where co is the constant appearing in the 
statement of Corollary 3.4. Moreover let Ilulj~~ r+‘I d 6, with 6 sufficiently 
small, according to Corollary 3.2. Then B’(u) p E Y,, u and 
II~‘~~~~lls,ir~~~~-911~ll.~~r+~s. 
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Proof. Denote by W,* the analytic extension of the potential W, given 
in (2.8) to a complex neighborhood of r,, defined by 11 u- iill s Q cOr. Then 
II~‘(~)Plls.fi= Ilw,*~cpiills~ sup llW,*~@u(., t)lls. 
ItI <car 
Apply now (3.12) to obtain 
II~‘~~~~lls,li~~~Yl-l~II~~~cp~IIs+r+~+ /l&wJK”cpuII.+.+,~. 
Since W,, is harmonic in G,, we can use estimate (3.4) for I = N, to get 
II~‘~~~~ll~,,~~~vl-2Il~~~cp,Il.~~,+~~~~~-9~II~,~cp,l1,+,+2~. 
Thus, (4.1) comes from Lemma 2.4. 
Remark. We have defined B’(u) as “formal” derivative of the map B(u). 
For the sake of brevity we shall not show a functional setting in which this 
operator can be rigorously defined as derivative of B(u). We note, however, 
that what we really need for the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the validity 
(actually in weaker topologies than those we are using in the present 
paper) of the following formula: 
B(E) - B(u) = J’ B’(u,)(u- i7) dA, (4.1) 
0 
where ui. = Au + (1 - 1) ii and u is close to fi. The relevant estimates needed 
in the proof parallel those used in [4] (Theorem 2.7) in an analogous 
situation. 
Using (4.1) and Lemma 4.1 we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let u, ii~X,+,+~~ with Il~Il,+,+~~<c, IIii)Is+r+2q<c 
and SUP,,~Z /u(o)-ii(o)] 6cor. Moreover let IIul/$‘),+,<S, llii11$,+,<S, 
6 sufficiently small. Then 
lI~~~~-~~~~ll.,,~~~rl~911~-~II,+,+2,. 
We consider now the difference B’(u) p - B’(G) p. In the next lemma we set 
c2 = q,( 1 -k,), where k, is the constant appearing in (0.1) while co is the 
one appearing in Corollary 3.4. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let r, q be small positive numbers. Assume that u, I?, p
belong to XS+r+ 2,, and that IIu-Gll,<cczr. Moreover let IIuII$~~+~ and 
II41.%+, be small, according to Corollary 3.2. Then 
II~‘~~~~-~‘~~~~ll.~,.~~?-1oll~-i7ll.+,ll~ll.+,+2,. (4.2) 
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where W$’ denotes the analytic extension of W,. 
The first erm in the above sum can be estimated in terms of the first - 
derivative of the function w = W, 0 Qti, where Gp, is defined as in the proof 
of Corollary 3.2. More precisely we have 
IlW,~cpp- ~,*~cp,lJ,~~crl-*1/~--lI; sup lla,W(., f)ll,. 
III <car 
Using Corollaries 3.4 and 3.2 we get 
Lemma 2.3 gives now 
llw,~cp,- ~~~(Pull,d~~-‘Oll~-~II,~IIPlls+r+*~. 
To estimate W, 0 cp,, - W, 0 ‘p6 we write it as follows: 
(4.3) 
w,~%(~)- wM;w=J<~* Cbl( 0,O’) + b,(w, co’)] p(d) 10 - 0’1 --’ dw’, 
where we have put 
and 
, 
b2(wy 0’)= Iqdw )I 
* {I%(~) - cpu(~‘N - I4do) - (PP(~‘)I 1 ,o _ o,l, 
Iq,(o) - cp,(o’)l . Icp,(o) - cp,(o’)l 
Straightforward computations show that b, and b, belong to X,(S* x S2) 
and that their norms are bounded by a constant (depending on ~~u~~~“) 
times IIt.4 - iill:‘). Applying Corollary 2.2 and taking into account (4.3) we 
obtain (4.2). 
We consider now the inverse of B’(u), which we denote by ,4(u). We first 
write a formula for n(u) by representing the solution of the equation 
B’(u) p = h 
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in terms of the potential W, defined in (2.8). In fact W, is harmonic inside 
and outside G,, continuous through f,, and its normal derivative suffers a 
jump across r, of magnitude given by 
p(w)={a,~w~o~,(w)--ahr,W,--~cp,(w)}’l~~,(w)l Irp,W’~ (4.4) 
where WJ and W; are the restrictions of W,, to the regions inside and out- 
side G,, respectively, and IDq,(w)l denotes the jacobian of the map cpU. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let q > 0. Assume u E A’,, ‘I, h E Y,$ +2,,, u with /lull by~ < 6, 
d sufficiently small. Then we have 
PVOCJ$ From the representation (4.4) we get 
Il~~~~~ll.~~{ll~~,~~~cp~/l.‘i+ I &v,W~~~(~ulls). 
The normal derivatives are estimated by II WJ 0 cp,I/J’+‘, = I/ W; 0 cpu(lj’+),, 
via (3.4) (the use of (3.4) for W;, harmonic in the unbounded domain 
R’\G,, being justified by the local character of Theorem 3.1). Next, 
II w: ~cp.II?2, is estimated, as usual, by yl-’ . II W, 0 cp,I/,+ 2,,, which equals 
llhll J + 2,,, u by definition. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We first collect the properties of the map 
u -+ B(u) from A’, into Y,y, u contained in Lemmas 4.24.4, restating them in 
a slightly more convenient way. Let s <s’ <.s’ + r 6 ad 1. If I/u[[$” d 6, 
llfill, (‘)dS and IIu-i2~J,dc2r then we have 
6) IIB(ii)-B(u)ll,.6~(s’-s)~~ Ilfi-~ll~~+~, 
(ii) IIB’(u)p-B’(~)pll.,,.~c(s’-s)~‘” IIplls~+,r 
(iii) IlA(u)hll~‘)~c(~‘--S)-~~ llhll.,,.. 
Observe that (iii) is an immediate consequence of (4.5) and (1.2). 
Set now, for s < 1, 
so= 1, Sk = s k-, -kOk-2 
with k, = (1 - s)/xF kp2. Clearly sk 1 s. 
Moreover, set 
t,=sk-+ko(k+ 1))‘. 
Observe that ~~-s~+,=+k~(k+l)-~ and tk-tk+12ko(k+1)-2. Now 
define 
(4.6) 
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where vk = /I(uk)[B(uk) - v]. We wish to show that the sequence {uk} con- 
verges in some sense to the solution of B(u) = v, if [lull r,0= E is small 
enough. 
First of all we show that uk belongs to xsk and IluJ,$z) d 6 for every k. 
Suppose this is true for j < k. Setting 
2, = II Wu,) - VII lk. Uk 
we have, by (iii): 
II”j+~~ujll~~~,~llvjll~~~,~c~~~~~~j+~~~18~~~ (j< k). (4.7) 
Since by (4.6) 
Aj= IIB(uj)-B(uj~,)--‘(uj- l)(“j-uj-l)llr,,u,~ 
using formula (4.1), with uj, = ,?uj + (1 - 1) u,~-, and then (ii), we obtain, for 
jdk: 
Jbj<C.(aj-tj)mlo IIU,-U,-~II~,+r,~,=C~(~j-tj)-‘o I/v,-~II~,+~,~,~ (4.8) 
where tj<aj<tip, and rj= IJuj+,-uj~~.~,+,. 
Choose now oj= tj++(sj- tj)= tj++ko(j+ 1))2. 
Claim. It is possible to choose E in such a way that, for each j 2 0, 
Aj6.z(j+2)mm9’. (4.9) 
This is clear for j= 0. Assume (4.9) is true for j< k. Using (4.7) and the 
induction hypothesis (4.9) we have 
r,Q IIU,+,-Uj11~9,,Qc.E~j(j+ 1)36<c~e(j+2))55 I (j< k) (4.10) 
clearly not greater than k,(j+ 2))2/4 if E is small, since c is independent of 
j. In this way we get (lowering E if necessary) 
kfl 
ll”k+1116~~,~ c il”j-u,-,llp’~c.&~S, 
j=l 
(4.11) 
where c is independent of k. Furthermore, (4.10) and (4.11) allow us to 
prove (4.8) for j = k -t 1 and get 
1 k+l~C.(Sk+,-tk+,)-1011Vkl(~,+,+,~C’(k+2)92~: 
with c independent of k, because of our choice of ok. Using the induction 
hypothesis (4.9) (for j= k) we infer 
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if E is small enough. Therefore the claim is proved and (4.11) holds for 
every k. 
It is also clear that the sequence (ZQ} is a Cauchy sequence in X,, thus 
converging in norm 11 /li9J to an element u in this space, with llullj9) d 6. 
This element is precisely the solution of B(u) = u. In fact, we have, from (i) 
II~~~,~-~~~~ll.~-,~,.6~rl-911~,-~ll, 
for 0 < q < $ and k so large that 11~~ - ~11~” < 9’ - q. 
On the other hand, if q” > q’ we have 
Il~(~)-41,~tf~,. d IIB(~)-B(~,)II,-,,,,.+ II~~)-~I,-~~~.~. (4.12) 
Using the lemmas on the Cauchy and Dirichlet problems of Section 3 it is 
easy to get 
I14~k)-41s~rj~,u 6c++‘1’)-9 IIB(u,)-ull,~,,..,dc(~“-~‘)-9~k 
with c independent of k. Letting k -+ cc in (4.12) we conclude that B(u) = u. 
The uniqueness of u is proved in [3]. 
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